Optimal power flow (OPF) is a central problem in the operation of electric power systems. An OPF problem optimizes a specified objective function subject to constraints imposed by both the non-linear power flow equations and engineering limits. These constraints can yield non-convex feasible spaces that result in significant computational challenges. Despite these non-convexities, local solution algorithms actually find the global optima of some practical OPF problems. This suggests that OPF problems have a range of difficulty: some problems appear to have convex or "nearly convex" feasible spaces in terms of the voltage magnitudes and power injections, while other problems can exhibit significant non-convexities. Understanding this range of problem difficulty is helpful for creating new test cases for algorithmic benchmarking purposes. Leveraging recently developed computational tools for exploring OPF feasible spaces, this paper first describes an empirical study that aims to characterize non-convexities for small OPF problems. This paper then proposes and analyzes several medium-size test cases that challenge a variety of solution algorithms. * :
I. INTRODUCTION
The optimal power flow (OPF) problem seeks an optimal operating point for an electric power system in terms of a specified objective function (e.g., minimizing generation cost, matching a desired voltage profile, etc.). The feasible space for an OPF problem is dictated by equality constraints corresponding to the network physics (i.e., the power flow equations) and inequality constraints determined by engineering limits on, e.g., voltage magnitudes, line flows, and generator outputs. Non-linear constraints from the power flow equations and the engineering limits can result in nonconvex feasible spaces. This paper applies an empirical approach to characterize typical non-convexities that occur in OPF feasible spaces. The geometric structures characterized in this paper are based on projections of the power injections and voltage magnitudes.
OPF problems may have multiple local optima [1] and are generally NP-Hard [2] , [3] , even for radial networks [4] . Since first being formulated by Carpentier in 1962 [5] , a broad range of algorithms have been applied to solve OPF problems, including Newton-Raphson, sequential quadratic programming, interior point methods, etc. [6] , [7] . Convergence of many algorithms only ensures local optimality, i.e., no feasible points in the solution's immediate neighborhood have a better objective value. Other locally optimal points may exist outside of this immediate neighborhood, some of which may have substantially better objective values.
In contrast to local solvers, global algorithms seek the lowest-cost point in the entire feasible space. Provably obtaining the global solution is relevant for many analyses, such as multi-stage and robust optimization where providing any theoretical guarantees for the overall problem requires certifying global optimality of solutions to certain subproblems [8] , [9] . Moreover, the large scale of power systems means that even small percentage improvements in operational efficiency can have a significant aggregate impact [10] , thus motivating the development of global algorithms.
Many recently developed global algorithms employ convex relaxation techniques, which enclose the feasible space of an OPF problem in a larger convex space. Optimizing over the convex space provides a lower bound for the OPF problem's objective value, can certify OPF infeasibility, and, when the relaxation is exact, provides the globally optimal decision variables. A variety of convex relaxations are based on semidefinite programming (SDP) [2] , [11] - [13] and second-order cone programming (SOCP) [14] , [15] . Recent work is surveyed in [16] .
For some practical OPF problems, these convex relaxations certify that the solutions obtained by local solvers are, in fact, globally optimal (or at least very near the global optimum) [2] , [11] - [15] , [17] . There also exist challenging test cases for which local solution algorithms may fail to yield globally optimal solutions and convex relaxations have large relaxation gaps [1] , [18] , [19] . Thus, the challenges inherent to solving OPF problems span a range of difficulties.
An OPF problem's difficulty is closely related to convexity characteristics of the problem's feasible space. The range of difficulties suggests that some OPF feasible spaces are "nearly convex" in terms of the voltage magnitudes and power injections, while others exhibit significant nonconvexities. The development of sufficient conditions for exactness of some convex relaxation techniques [20] has implications for the convexity characteristics of a certain limited class of OPF problems [21] . In particular, these conditions imply that portions of the feasible spaces relevant to the minimization of active power generation are convex for OPF problems that satisfy non-trivial technical conditions. Previous work also shows that the feasible spaces of a more general class of OPF problems can have significant non-convexities [1] , [22] - [30] .
Although the existing literature makes significant progress, OPF convexity characteristics are not yet fully understood. This paper leverages two recently developed computational tools to better understand non-convexities in OPF feasible spaces. The first tool is an algorithm for reliably computing discretized representations of OPF feasible spaces [28] . The second tool is a continuation algorithm that identifies multiple local optima for OPF problems [31] .
Using these tools, this paper describes an empirical analysis to better understand causes of OPF non-convexities. This analysis randomly constructs many small OPF test cases. These test cases are not directly representative of realistic power systems due to their small sizes. However, large problems may have subregions with similar features. Moreover, experience with convex relaxations of large-scale problems suggests that non-convexities are often associated with small subregions of the system [11] , [12] . Thus, exploring the characteristics of these small test cases can provide useful lessons for understanding non-convexities in large problems. After construction, the test cases are screened to identify those likely to have non-convexities using a process based on an SDP relaxation. The feasible space computation algorithm in [28] is applied to the screened cases to characterize their non-convexities.
Observations and test cases in [1] suggest the importance of binding lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation with regard to OPF non-convexities. All non-convexities characterized in our numerical experiment are also related to the lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation. Our numerical experiment thus suggests that non-convexities are more frequently associated with lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation than other constraints, at least for problems in the parameter ranges considered in our experiment. This paper then extends the insights gained from this numerical experiment to develop challenging medium-size OPF problems based on modifications to the IEEE test cases. Modifying the system loading, voltage limits, and reactive power limits yields OPF problems where lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation are binding. The resulting OPF problems have multiple local optima and challenge state-of-the-art convex relaxation techniques.
In addition to empirically validating the insights gained from small problems, these medium-size test cases can serve to exercise both local and global OPF solution algorithms. While convex relaxations are exact or close to exact for many previous test cases [19] , the medium-size test cases developed in this paper have large optimality gaps between the best-known local solutions and the bounds from the convex relaxations. In order to determine whether the optimality gaps are due to poor local optima or poor bounds, we apply both a random search technique and the continuation algorithm in [31] in order to find additional local optima. This approach yields several additional local solutions and many stationary points, but none with a better objective value than that obtained via the local solver in MATPOWER [32] .
This may suggest that the optimality gaps are due to a poor bound from the relaxations, thus motivating the development of improved convex relaxation techniques. This paper is organized as follows. Section II overviews the OPF problem. Section III reviews computational tools for studying OPF feasible spaces. Section IV describes the numerical experiment that is the first main contribution of this paper. Using insights from the small test cases, Section V presents and studies challenging OPF problems derived by modifying several IEEE test cases, which is the second main contribution of this paper. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE OPF PROBLEM
This section overviews the OPF problem and its SDP relaxation. Further details are provided in [2] , [10] , [11] .
Consider an n-bus system, where N = {1, . . . , n} is the set of buses, G is the set of generator buses, and L is the set of lines. Let Y denote the network admittance matrix. Let P Dk +jQ Dk represent the active and reactive load demand at bus k ∈ N , where j is the imaginary unit. Let V k represent the voltage phasor at bus k ∈ N , with the angle of V 1 equal to zero to set the angle reference. Define the rank-one matrix W = V V H ∈ H n , where H n denotes the set of n × n Hermitian matrices. Superscripts "max" and "min" denote specified upper and lower limits. Buses without generators have maximum and minimum generation set to zero. Define a convex quadratic cost of active power generation with coefficients c 2,k ≥ 0, c 1,k , and c 0,k for k ∈ G.
Each line (l, m) ∈ L is modeled by an ideal transformer with turns ratio τ lm e jθ lm : 1 in series with a Π circuit with mutual admittance y lm and total shunt susceptance jb sh,lm . Define e k as the k th column of the identity matrix. Let (·), (·) , and (·) H denote the complex conjugate, transpose, and complex conjugate transpose, respectively. Define the matri-
, F lm = 1 τ 2 lm (y lm − jb sh,lm /2) e l e l − y lm / τ lm e jθ lm e m e l , and F ml = (y lm − jb sh,lm /2) e m e m − y lm / τ lm e jθ lm e l e m .
The OPF problem is
where tr (·) is the trace. Constraints (1b)-(1d) are linear in the entries of W. The objective (1a) and line flow constraints (1e)-(1f) are convex in the entries of W. Thus, all the non-convexity in (1) is contained in the rank constraint (1g).
The numerical experiment in Section IV uses an SDP relaxation of the OPF problem as part of a screening step to identify test cases which may have relevant nonconvexities. This SDP relaxation is formed by replacing (1g) with a positive semidefinite constraint W 0 [2] . The solution to the SDP relaxation provides a lower bound on the OPF problem's optimal objective value. If the condition rank (W) = 1 is satisfied, the lower bound provided by the SDP relaxation is exact. Conversely, if rank (W) > 1, the lower bound may be strictly below the OPF problem's global optimum. An optimality gap is then computed as the percent difference between the objective values for a local solution to (1) and the lower bound from the SDP relaxation. A nonnegligible optimality gap suggests the possible presence of a non-convexity in the OPF problem's feasible space near the global solution.
Note that the OPF problem formulation (1) does not consider some possible sources of non-convexity that are present in more general OPF problem formulations (e.g., contingency constraints, discrete devices such as switched shunts, models of uncertainty, etc.) [8] , [33] - [35] . A variety of approaches address these possible sources of non-convexity (e.g., branchand-bound and cutting plane methods for discrete variables [36] , chance-constrained formulations [33] - [35] , etc.). Many of these approaches solve the OPF formulation (1) as a subproblem within a broader algorithm. Therefore, identifying non-convexities inherent to the OPF formulation (1) is relevant to a wide range of problems. Future work will study the impacts of other types of OPF constraints on the feasible spaces' convexity characteristics.
III. TOOLS FOR STUDYING OPF FEASIBLE SPACES
This section first describes an algorithm that computes the feasible space (i.e., the set of points satisfying (1b)-(1g)) for small OPF problems and then discusses approaches for finding multiple local optima. The numerical experiments in the following sections employ both of these algorithms to characterize OPF non-convexities.
A. Computing the Feasible Spaces of Small OPF Problems
Reference [28] presents an algorithm for computing a discretized representation of the feasible spaces for small OPF problems. The algorithm discretizes an OPF problem's feasible space into a set of points, each of which represents a power flow problem (i.e., fixed voltage magnitudes at all generator buses, fixed active power injections at all generator buses except for a single "slack" bus which sets the angle reference, and fixed active and reactive power injections at all load buses). Observe that the expressions for power injections (1b), (1c) and squared voltage magnitudes (1d) can be written as polynomials in V and V via substitution of (1g). Expanding these complex polynomials in terms of the real and imaginary components of V and V reveals a power flow formulation in terms of quadratic polynomials with real variables. See, e.g., [28] , [37] for further details.
Writing the power flow equations in a polynomial representation enables application of the "Numerical Polyno-mial Homotopy Continuation" (NPHC) algorithm, which is based on theory from algebraic geometry. The theoretical guarantees inherent to the NPHC algorithm ensure that the power flow problems corresponding to each discretization point are solved reliably; i.e., the NPHC algorithm either returns all power flow solutions or certifies infeasibility. After solving the power flow equations corresponding to each discretization point, a screening step eliminates the solutions which fail to satisfy all the OPF problem's constraints. The remaining points are all feasible for the OPF problem, thus reliably providing a discretized representation of the entire feasible space.
The feasible space computation algorithm is only applicable to small OPF problems due to both the computational limits of the NPHC algorithm and the "curse of dimensionality" corresponding to the discretization of the feasible space with increasing degrees of freedom. Using convex relaxation techniques to quickly eliminate many infeasible points, the feasible space computation algorithm in [28] is tractable for OPF problems with up to approximately ten buses and three generators. This paper's numerical experiments work within these limitations to first characterize non-convexities in small OPF problems. Lessons learned from the small problems are then applied to construct and study larger test cases.
B. Computing Multiple Local Optima
The presence of multiple local optima indicates the existence of non-convexities in an OPF problem's feasible space. Algorithms for computing multiple local optima therefore provide a means for investigating the associated nonconvexities. Convergence of local solution algorithms depends on the selected initialization. Thus, initializing a local algorithm with various power flow solutions corresponding to random operating points is one approach for computing multiple local optima. The numerical experiments in Section V search for multiple local optima using at least two hundred initializations for the "MIPS" solver in MATPOWER [32] .
A more sophisticated algorithm was recently proposed in [31] . Starting from a single local optimum obtained from a local solver, the algorithm in [31] applies a continuation method to trace between solutions to the first-order necessary conditions for local optimality. To ensure boundedness of the continuation traces, the continuation method is applied to an "elliptical" representation of the first-order optimality conditions. To maintain computational tractability, we use a two-round enumeration approach; see [31] for further details. This approach is capable of finding multiple local optima for problems with several tens to hundreds of buses.
IV. INVESTIGATING THE CAUSES OF OPF NON-CONVEXITIES VIA A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT
The first contribution of this paper is a numerical experiment conducted to better understand the characteristics of OPF problems with non-convex feasible spaces. Specifically, this numerical experiment develops an approach for randomly constructing many small (three-to five-bus) test cases with realistic ranges for the electrical parameters. Each test case is then screened for possible non-convexities based on the optimality gap between the objective value of a local solution and the lower bound from an SDP relaxation. The feasible spaces for the test cases identified via this screening process are then computed using that algorithm in [28] , which allows for characterization of the non-convexities via visual inspection. This section discusses this approach in more detail and then presents illustrative examples and various observations about the non-convexities.
A. Randomly Generating and Screening Small Test Cases
The following procedure was used to randomly construct a large number of small (three-to five-bus) OPF test cases. The number of lines were sampled from a uniform distribution, with a topology developed from a random spanning tree [38] augmented with additional lines whose terminal buses were randomly selected. Limits for the voltage magnitudes and angles, active and reactive power generation, load demands, line parameters, etc. were sampled from Gaussian distributions with parameters given in Appendix I. Test cases without sufficient generation capacity to serve the loads were discarded as trivially infeasible. See Appendix I for further test case construction details. A similar test case construction approach was used to study power flow problems in [39] .
Computing and studying the feasible spaces for every test case is unnecessary since many of the test cases have convex or nearly convex feasible spaces that do not further this paper's goal of characterizing non-convexities. Accordingly, the following screening process was used to identify test cases which were likely to have relevant non-convexities. Using multiple random initializations, the local solver in MATPOWER [32] was repeatedly applied to each test case. An optimality gap was then computed by comparing the lowest objective value from any initialization to the lower bound obtained from the SDP relaxation. The screening process selected test cases with large optimality gaps (≥ 1%) for further analyses via the feasible space computation algorithm in [28] . Visualizing various projections of the feasible spaces for these test cases revealed the relevant non-convexities. The following section discusses the lessons learned from this experiment and presents instructive examples.
As a caveat for the results in the following section, note that the screening process' reliance on the lower bound from the SDP relaxation could potentially introduce bias into the selection of test cases considered for further analyses. While not observed in any related numerical experiments, it is conceptually possible that there may exist test cases with relevant non-convexities for which the SDP relaxation does not yield large optimality gaps and are therefore excluded from the empirical study. Thus, one direction for future work is to develop alternative screening processes in order to avoid any potential biases induced by the proposed approach.
B. Illustrative Examples of OPF Feasible Spaces
The empirical experiment constructed more than 10,000 test cases using the procedure in Section IV-A, with fewer than 10 being screened for further analysis. One observation from this empirical experiment is the relatively small fraction of test cases with large optimality gaps. This suggests that relevant non-convexities (i.e., non-convexities that are near the test cases' global optima) appear to be relatively rare, at least for test cases with parameters in the ranges described in Appendix I. This observation aligns with previous numerical experiments indicating that the lower bound from the SDP relaxation is often close to the global optimum [40] .
Visualizing projections of the feasible spaces for various test cases provides further insights regarding OPF nonconvexities. Using the algorithm in [28] , this section presents several representative projections of OPF feasible spaces generated using the procedure in Section IV-A. Figs. 1-4 show one-line diagrams and projections of the corresponding feasible spaces for selected test cases. Power demands and generation ranges given in MW and MVAr. The feasible space projections are shown in terms of the active and reactive power generations (MW and MVAr) at selected buses, with the colors representing the generation cost. Line parameters are given in per unit (p.u.) on a 100 MVA base, and the shunt susceptances in the Π-circuit line model are given in Table I . Off-nominal voltage ratios and non-zero phase shifts of transformers are tabulated in Table II . None of the flow limits are binding in any of the screened test cases. The generation cost functions and voltage magnitude limits are given in Tables III and IV, respectively. Local and global optima are labeled with cyan triangles and green stars, respectively. Fig. 1 shows a typical test case that did not pass the screening process (i.e., the optimality gap resulting from the SDP relaxation is small). As expected, the feasible space Figs. 2b, 3c , and 4b being disconnected. These test cases challenge a variety of optimization algorithms. Some initializations for local solvers result in convergence to suboptimal local solutions in these problems and the SDP relaxation of [2] is not exact. The labels in Figs. 2b, 3b, 3c, and 4b indicate the binding limits at the boundaries of the feasible spaces. These binding limits are useful for characterizing the causes of the non-convexities. The main observation from extensive numerical experiments on these and other small test cases is that non-convexities in many OPF problems are often associated with lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation in combination with large shunt capacitances. The lower voltage limits' relevance to nonconvexities is physically intuitive: as shown in Fig. 5 , whose axes consist of the real and imaginary parts of the voltage phasors, Re (V i ) and Im (V i ), constraint (1d) restricts the voltage phasors to an annulus. The lower voltage magnitude limits V min
constraints. Since increasing voltage magnitudes tends to reduce line losses, OPF problems typically have binding upper voltage magnitude limits. In these examples, the lower voltage limits are binding at the global optimum. To explain this, note that the large shunt capacitances in these examples result in an excess of reactive power that cannot be absorbed by the generators due to binding lower reactive power generation limits. Reducing the voltage magnitudes decreases the reactive power generated by the shunt capacitors in the lines' Π-circuit model, thus ameliorating the excess reactive power but resulting in an operating condition near the nonconvexitiy associated with the lower voltage magnitude limit. Non-convexities were previously observed for similar operational conditions in [1] . The test cases considered here thus verify the results in previous literature. Moreover, all (c) Feasible space projection with tightened constraints. Fig. 3 . One-line diagram and feasible space projection for a randomly generated acyclic three-bus test case. Observe that these projections show non-convex feasible spaces. Tightening the constraints yields a disconnected feasible space in Fig. 3c . the test cases with non-convexities characterized via the numerical experiment were associated with binding lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation. This empirically suggests that such an operational condition is a "common" cause of non-convexities, at least among OPF problems with within the range of parameters considered in this experiment.
Note that the characteristics of the non-convexities (particularly disconnectedness) can be sensitive to the OPF problems' parameters. For instance, the feasible space in Fig. 3c Fig. 4 . One-line diagram and feasible space projection for a randomly generated cyclic three-bus test case. Observe that this projection shows a non-convex and disconnected feasible space. to disconnected in Fig. 3c .
V. CHALLENGING OPF PROBLEMS DERIVED BY MODIFYING IEEE TEST CASES
This section exploits observations from the small test cases to construct larger OPF test cases with non-convex feasible spaces. Four test cases (named "nmwc14", "nmwc24", "nmwc57", and "nmwc118" after the authors' last names and number of buses) were developed by modifying the IEEE 14-, 24-, 57-, and 118-bus test cases via reducing the loading, slightly tightening the voltage limits, and significantly tightening the lower reactive power generation limits. The goal of these modifications is to obtain test cases with operational conditions where lower limits on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation are binding in a manner similar to the small test cases in Section IV. Appendix II describes the modifications to the standard IEEE test cases provided by MATPOWER [32] .
Applying the algorithms described in Section III-B to these test cases yields multiple local optima with a wide range of objective values. Moreover, it is difficult to prove global optimality of the best known local solutions for some of these cases via relaxations with tight lower bounds, even with state-of-the-art techniques. For instance, nmwc118 has 2 local optima, and even the combination of the sparse secondorder moment relaxation [12] , the QC relaxation [14] , bound tightening [41] , and a variety of related enhancements [15] , [42] , [43] yields an optimality gap of 14.0%. This problem therefore appears to be particularly challenging for both traditional solvers (due to the multiple local optima) and convex relaxations. Table V summarizes the objective values of the known local optima and lower bounds (using a combination of the relaxations in [12] , [14] , [15] , [41] - [43] ) for these test cases. Note that the objective values for the local optima span wide ranges for these test cases (e.g., from $34664/hr to $40399/hr or equivalently from an optimality gap of 14.0% to 33.0% for nmwc118). 
VI. CONCLUSION
Despite significant recent progress, there remain problems whose non-convexities challenge state-of-the-art OPF solution algorithms. Better understanding these non-convexities is important for further improving solution algorithms as well as for developing additional challenging test cases. The numerical experiment described in this paper provides a key observation regarding OPF non-convexities: all of the nonconvexities identified in the numerical experiment are associated with binding lower bounds on voltage magnitudes and reactive power generation. Exploiting this observation, this paper proposes several new test cases derived by modifying the loading and tightening certain constraints in the IEEE test cases. With many local optima and large optimality gaps, these cases challenge a variety of state-of-the-art algorithms.
Ongoing work aims to construct larger test cases which exhibit a range of difficulties. Other ongoing work involves studying the feasible spaces for test cases from the NESTA archive [19] with large optimality gaps. Related future work will exploit the observations in this paper to improve convex relaxation algorithms. R + jX (yielding admittance g + jb = 1/ (R + jX)) and shunt susceptance b values for the lines' Π-model equivalent circuits were randomly sampled from Gaussian distributions with mean and standard deviation of µ R , σ R ; µ X , σ X ; and µ b , σ b , respectively, in per unit using a 100 MVA base, with any negative values sampled for line resistances instead set to zero. Lines had an 8% probability of being transformers with tap ratio τ and phase-shift θ sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation values of µ τ , σ τ per unit and µ θ , σ θ , respectively. A bus was specified to be a generator with 30% probability, with the first generator selected as the reference bus. If no buses were selected to be generators, a random bus was assigned a generator and chosen to provide the angle reference. The active power injections were sampled from Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation values of µ Pg and σ Pg . Loads have a constant active and reactive power component sampled from a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation µ P d , σ P d and µ Q d , σ Q d , respectively. A variety of numerical experiments not detailed in this paper tested different ranges of parameter values. The parameters in Table VI were chosen such that the resulting test cases tend to be feasible and provide at least some examples which passed the screening process discussed in Section IV-A. Table VII provides the percentage changes applied to each of the IEEE test cases. Modifications to the IEEE test cases consist of decreasing active and reactive loads by δ P d and δ Q d , tightening upper and lower bounds on voltage by δ V and δ V , and tightening the lower bound on reactive power by δ Q G . 
APPENDIX I PARAMETERS FOR RANDOM TEST CASE GENERATION ALGORITHM

APPENDIX II DESCRIPTION OF THE MODIFIED IEEE TEST CASES
